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1.0	 Introduction

Purcell Miller Tritton was commissioned by the Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs 
(DEFRA), to undertake a condition survey and security survey on and for the former MS Valley Site, 
Rhydymwyn, Flintshire, North Wales. Survey work was undertaken during November and December 
2010.  Following this work, the practice has provided this guidance document, suggesting how the 
site might be developed over the next five years, to protect the listed and scheduled structures, 
whilst allowing and encouraging greater access.  This document is intended as an outline frame-
work from which to develop a detailed development strategy for the site.  Which could form the 
basis of funding applications to repair and restore the key buildings and improve access, interpreta-
tion and education provision across the site.  

The comments and references to interpretive potential, in particular, draw upon the work of Bir-
mingham Archaeology’s Historic Environment Management Plan (2005), revised following our dis-
cussions with the client team and on-site analysis.  Therefore the report should be read in conjunc-
tion with that document.

Background work has included: 

•	 Assessment of the onsite documentary archive held at the Valley Site Visitor Centre, and 
documents held by the Rhydymwyn Valley History Society.

•	 Discussion with the on-site team to understand the day-to-day management and issues 
relating to the building and site, how the site operates and a profile of its use and users.

•	 Review of existing reports, including the Birmingham Archaeology Historic Environment 
Management Plan (HEMP) (2006). 

•	 Research into similar sites open to the public.

•	 Storage Caverns Condition Report (June 2010)

•	 Outline discussions with representatives of the Heritage Lottery Fund

•	 Outline discussions with representatives from Flintshire County Council.

1.1	 The	Format	of	the	Five	Year	Plan

The 5 year plan focuses on achieving greater public access to the valley site, with some strategic 
guidance on maximizing its potential in terms of greater access. The plan should be read in con-
junction with the other two volumes, the condition and security surveys, which provide a more in 
depth analysis of the current situation on site.

The document is split into the following key sections:

• Site Description

• Significance 

• Summary of Condition Report

• Summary of Security Report.

• Increasing Access to the Valley Site

• Interpretive potential

• Interpretation
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• Routes around the site

• Panels and interpretation

• Historic Reconstructions

• Education

• Commercial Opportunities

• Funding potential

• The Local Authority

• Servicing

• 5 year maintenance and repair strategy

• 5 year maintenance and repair matrix

• 5 year plans.

A series of different systems have been used in the past to identify individual buildings. This report 
follows the methodology identified within the Birmingham Archaeology report, and uses the system 
known as the ‘carillion’ or ‘citex’ numbering system, which are the most commonly used across the 
site.  This allows ready cross-referencing with other reports and identification of individual build-
ings.  Some of the pre-WWII features do not have these references, and consequently these are 
referred to by their SMR (scheduled monument record) numbers.

1.2	 The	Valley	Site

The site occupies around 35 hectares of the Alyn Valley, to the south of the village of Rhydymwyn, 
Mold, Flintshire. Once part of the extensive Gwysaney Estate, the Parish of Rhydymwyn was es-
tablished in 1865. Lead mining in the area is known to have been extensive, and a foundry associ-
ated with nearby mines is depicted on several early maps for the area. Following the closure of the 
foundry land use on the site was largely agricultural in character. During this period, the Ministry of 
Supply was reviewing options, nationwide, for the development of a chemical weapons production 
and storage facility.  Rhydymwyn was identified as an option, and consequently purchased in 1939 
for development as MS valley.

The site was bounded to the east by the Chester to Denbigh railway, and a rail network was devel-
oped within the site, with sidings adjoining the main line. The River Alyn was culverted to create a 
level site, and over 100 buildings were constructed to serve the site and its substantial workforce.  
A complex network of subterranean tunnels were constructed under the hillside to the west of the 
site to provide secure storage.

During World War II the plant produced ordnance containing mustard gas, and has important 
links   with the development of the Atom Bomb through the ‘tube alloys’ project. In the immediate 
Post-War period the site was used to store German nerve gas. In the 1960’s Britain determined to 
relinquish its chemical weapons, and the site became redundant. The site however remains on the 
international register of chemical weapons related sites.  Subsequently the site became used as 
a buffer store for foodstuffs and emergency rations, finally closing in 1994.  Subsequently a pro-
gramme of demolition was undertaken, which involved the removal of some 75% of the original 
buildings.

The site is currently managed on behalf of DEFRA by interserve, who have a permanent staff based 
on site.  The site is also home to North-East Wales Wildlife (NEWW), who have a permanent base 
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and manage the wildlife and ecological aspects.

Following the significance appraisal undertaken by Birmingham Archaeology, the key process build-
ings (45, 50, 59 and 65) were listed, and the danger area designated a scheduled monument.  

1.3	 Significance

The significance of the various elements of the site was assessed in detail by Birmingham Archaeol-
ogy in 2005.  We consider that their conclusions regarding the significance of the site, it’s buildings 
and features are generally sensible and have not been significantly affected during the intervening 
period by the passage of time or the release of additional evidence.  

The justification statement covering this assessment can be found in volume 3 of the HEMP, Pp12-
19.

Consequently the elements of the site can be categorized as follows;

International Significance

•	 Pyro (Tube Alloys) building P6 (building 45)

National Significance

•	 Pyro Plants P4 (Building 59) and P5 (building 50)

•	 The Runcol Building, R3 (building 65)

Regional Significance

•	 Roads and Clearways in the Danger Area.

Local Significance

•	 Clothing Store CS10 (Building 58)

•	 Process Garage (Building 12)

•	 Electrical Substation SS4 (building 97)

•	 Railway Defence Post

•	 The Look-Out posts (buildings 42 and 132)

•	 Change Rooms (Building 128)

•	 Emergency Washrooms O6 & O7 (buildings 119 & 138)

•	 Substation and Booster Pump-House SS8 (building 40/41)

•	 Railway Gatehouse (building 107)

•	 Rest Room and WC 42 (building 124)

•	 Mess Room (building 127)

•	 Munitions Building 40/41 (building 108)

•	 Weapons Receipt Store 14 & 32 (buildings 109 and 114)

•	 Munitions Building 44 (buildings 110)

•	 Painting and Packing Buildings 12 & 13 (buildings 111 and 118)
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•	 Weapons Dispatch Store 22 (building 137)

•	 M.L. Case and Fuse Box Store 25 (building 149)

•	 Office Block 30, 31, 33-35 (building 123)

•	 Sawdust Store 39 (building 136)

•	 Smoke Box Store 26 (building 148)

•	 Wood Waste and Box Room 28 (building 146)

•	 Gunpowder Magazines 6 & 7 (buildings 133 & 143)

•	 Underground Storage Caverns

•	 ARP Shelters in the danger area and on the West bank

•	 Original Perimeter Fencing

•	 Culverts

•	 Concrete revetment at base of the magazines

•	 Concrete revetment to the South of the magazines

•	 Gantry remains

•	 Magazine defensive structures

•	 Steps to the magazines

•	 Machine and pipeline bases

It is worth noting that since the HEMP was produced, the condition of some aspects of the site have 
deteriorated.  

The ‘railway’ associated with the magazines, which is referred to in the HEMP, we believe to be a 
form of timber protective guard rail, rather than a railway, and would therefore include this within 
the magazines and their defensive structures when referencing the significance and interpretive 
potential.

A graphical representation of the significance appraisal is appended hereto.
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1.4	 Condition	Report	Summary

The buildings on the site are generally in quite poor condition, there are wide-ranging issues with 
deteriorating concrete, in particular reinforced concrete decay, with corrosion in the reinforcement.

Many of the buildings at MS Valley are now over 70 years old.  With this in mind, that they have 
survived is testimony to their robust construction.  However they are now suffering from significant 
problems, and many of the buildings will be lost if action is not undertaken in the near future.

The majority of the buildings also have statutory protection, following the scheduling of the danger 
area and the listing of buildings 45, 50, 59 and 65 in September 2008. There is therefore an obli-
gation on the owners of the site to maintain the buildings and their environs.  The site has, how-
ever, suffered from a lack of investment and maintenance since the buffer store for foodstuffs and 
emergency rations closed in 1994.

The problems effecting the buildings can largely be attributed to water penetration, resulting in 
water retention in areas of reinforced concrete and consequent decay.  The speed of construction, 
and consequent lack of consistency in the concrete and brickwork also contribute.  The drains have 
been blocked, partly due to contamination, but this has resulted in water being retained in and 
around the buildings.  To the majority of the buildings the rainwater goods were asbestos and have 
consequently been removed and no replacements provided. Other significant problems have been 
caused by distortion in roof slabs, subsidence (especially where the River Alyn has been culverted), 
tree growth (both planted and seeded) very close to the buildings and the lack of movement joints 
in some of the larger buildings.

The basic causes of decay can be generally summarized as follows:

•	 Lack of adequate drainage

•	 Deterioration and failure of roof coverings.

•	 Removal of rainwater goods (or blocked in the case of buildings 45, 50 and 59).

•	 Plant growth adjacent to the buildings and walkways.

•	 Horizontal cracking associated with distortion in the reinforced concrete roof slabs.

All of the above have been significantly exacerbated by a lack of routine maintenance.

See Appendix B for drawing illustrating building by building condition, graded into good, fair, poor 
and very poor.  Refer to full report for a detailed building by building analysis.

1.5	 Security	Survey	Summary

The security report sets out the general and identifiable risks observed during three day long site 
visits to Rhydymwyn.  This report identifies recommendations for actions relating to the security 
matters identified. The primary actions are included in the task matrix, prepared under a separate 
header. 

We have assumed that public access to the Rhydymwyn site will continue to be controlled, because 
of the inherent risks. Access for the general public will need to continue to be managed through 
guided tours or, following the implementation of the various works indicated in the five-year plan, 
guides placed within key buildings and at key points through the site.    

Guides will need to have explicit site inductions, and spend a period of time on site with an expe-
rienced member of the team (and one of the paid staff members), before they could assume the 
role of guide, which would come with a degree of health and safety responsibility.  Induction topics 
should include;
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•	 Site risks (and a method of communicating the key risks to visitors).

•	 Contacts (all guides should be provided with suitable communication equipment).

•	 Knowledge of all the routes.

•	 Knowledge of the current state of the routes, and the buildings.

•	 Knowledge of the ecological aspects of the site, nesting birds, bats etc.

There remain a number of key actions, which are highlighted in the task matrix, including clearance 
of moss, growth and debris from pathways, clearance of broken glass and loose metalwork (where 
not of historic merit).

The Security survey identifies a broad range of security issues across the site.  Tailored and specific 
site inductions should be developed for the different groups of people using the site which identify 
the risks which they could encounter.  

1.6					Increasing	Access	to	the	Valley	Site

In general terms we believe that increased access to the site can be provided, but that to achieve 
this, the security, safety and condition issues surrounding the buildings need to be adequately ad-
dressed.  We consider that increasing access to the site is vital to its long-term sustainability and 
that through a programme of detailed inductions for site guides, increased involvement with the 
volunteer groups (whilst identifying their responsibilities), coupled with the programme of works to 
the site and buildings, this can be achieved, to a level where the site should be open every week to 
visitors.

Access to the underground storage caverns (beyond the entrance area) presents more potential 
difficulties.  There are dangerous sections, as highlighted in the recent condition report, however 
the caverns are generally in good condition.  Other sites, in particular mining museums, do al-

Fig 01 Wagons at Randle for Rhydymwyn Fig 02 Railway Platform
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low access to restricted underground areas, and it is possible that the same could be achieved at 
Rhydymwyn.  There would be a need to review the restricted spaces licence and discuss poten-
tial access with the Health and Safety Mining Inspectorate and, probably, the Adventure Activities 
Licensing Authority.  We have assumed at this stage that access cannot be achieved, but have 
programmed in further investigation into the five year plan.

1.6.1	 Interpretive	Potential

The site is very significant, evocative and has incredible potential to engage with a wide range of 
user groups from history societies to school parties.  

The HEMP identified buildings with key interpretive potential, however we have reviewed   
these findings in the context of the five year strategy plans, and have consequently made   
some amendments being mindful of the visual and historical links between particular    
buildings or areas.  This interpretive potential is highlighted on the plan at appendix A

1.6.2	 Interpretation

Currently there is some basic interpretive provision across the site. This could be dramatically im-
proved with a site-wide interpretation plan which could then be developed as more elements of the 
site become accessible. 

The appended drawing shows the key elements of the site with interpretive potential. Whilst it can 
be said that the whole site has interpretive potential it is essential to disseminate the key areas to 
produce a manageable approach for the next five years.

1.6.2.1	Routes	around	the	site

It is likely that access to the site will remain to be via organized groups and tours.  However it 
should be possible to engage with the volunteer groups to provide volunteer guides who would 
have detailed knowledge of the site and its risks.

The existing roads and, in particular, the ‘synthaprufe’ spark resistant walkways in the danger area 
provide both interpretive and orientation potential.   

It is envisaged that the existing entrance will remain the primary access route.  We are suggesting 

Fig 03 Signwriting used for way finding
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that, over the period of increasing access, the current entrance building would form the orientation 
point, where visitors can congregate, and understand the overall geography and basic parameters 
of the site.  Detailed interpretation would be found en-route, as it is far more effective to be inte-
grated rather than divorced from a particular element, building or process.  

The plans appended to this report show how the route could evolve to allow works to be undertak-
en to the various structures, areas and surfaces whilst retaining access.  These routes also develop 
as additional interpretation, education and other features are integrated.

The visitor routes could be demarked using paint, and areas of limited access identified by use of 
appropriate wartime features, such as barrels, barriers etc (for which there is much precedent on 
the site).  Most of the existing signage is sign-written onto the buildings and surfaces, this would 
be a cost effective and appropriate model to follow.

The route would be developed over the five-year period, with increased access as works to the 
buildings, routes and interpretation progress.   A series of key interpretation points are identified 
on the plan, which evolve over time.  These also serve as congregation points, which are important 
so that the guide can make sure that all members of the group are present and keeping pace.

1.6.2.2	Panels	and	interpretation

A detailed interpretive strategy for the site will need to be developed, but in terms of the wartime 
story of the valley there are a range of interpretation types which could be employed to best con-

Fig 04 Painted signage, building 59 and 58

Fig 05 Free standing interpretation Fig 06 Understanding the wartime ethos
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vey the significance of the site during the war in an engaging manner for all visitors.

The site is quite exposed so interpretation outside the buildings will have to be limited to robust 
panels, artefacts etc.  

Inside the buildings and the tunnels there is great scope for the use of audio and visual media to 
bring the site to life, these might include;

•	 Oral histories (already being compiled by RVHS), these could be played in several of the 
historic buildings, and added to as more stories come forward.

•	 Other acoustic interpretation, could be used, the sounds of machinery, air-raid sirens and 

Fig 07 Building 59, interior

Fig 08 Projected interpretation
Fig 09 Re-enactments
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the like could convey the sense of activity during the war.

•	 Multi-media and projection.  This could bring to life the tunnels and pyro plants in particu-
lar.  The archive footage available could readily lend itself to this purpose.

•	 Re-enactments.  World War II re-enactments are increasingly popular and could play a role 
at Rydymwyn, especially on open days and if more volunteers can be encouraged.  The 
danger area would be particularly suited to this.

•	 Re-creations. Some of the smaller buildings would lend themselves to re-creations as they 
would have been during the war.  Once the buildings have been repaired, this would be 
relatively cheap to do, as wartime austerity dictated cheap materials were used in the first 
place, and would work particularly well in the danger area.

•	 The use of media and sound can also provide a suitable experience for those with visual or 
hearing impairments.  Audio/visual guides could assist in this regard also.

•	 Access and improvements to the current GIS system.

Access for wheelchair users should be available to most of the site (except the magazines and 
woodland walk), with minor, carefully considered, amendments.

Interpreting the charging area (with little built evidence remaining) will be a challenge, and may 
need to be overcome with more extensive interpretation of this area within building 59 and use of 
archive photographs/mock-ups on the interpretation panels.

1.6.2.3	Woodland	Walk	and	the	WWII	features

The woodland walk currently encompasses a range of wartime and pre-war features, which can 
provide interpretative opportunities, as well as permitting a high-level view across the site, particu-
larly in the winter months.

There needs to be some work to this path (refer to observations within the security survey), to en-
sure that the path is of a similar standard to a public footpath. In particular there are some issues 

Fig 10 Building 127, Mess Room, Exterior
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Fig 11 Potential Access to commercial area from Antelope Industrial Estate.

Fig 12 Building 50, Exterior
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with slopes and fence stansions which need to be addressed.  This work is relatively minor, and 
would assist in visitor routing whilst works are being undertaken to some of the buildings.

1.6.3	 Education	

The education base at the Process Garage is largely focused upon the ecological aspects of the Val-
ley Site.  It is suggested that the ambition should be to have one, if not two (given the size of the 
site) educational/teaching hubs within the wider historic site.  The site is very large, and there will 
need to be locations for school groups to congregate, leave bags and equipment and provide suit-
able teaching and education spaces.  We are suggesting that these should be located in the process 
area and the danger area, comprise a simple area for congregation and participative, covered, 
education, and have identified building 59 (former pyro building P4) and the Mess Room, building 
127 as the most suitable.  

The area to building 59 could be a simple pod or enclosure within the building (other parts of the 
building providing interpretation potential).  The mess room (127) has been identified in the danger 
area, as it is a sensible size for a teaching space and has a range of windows to provide light whilst 
maintaining views to the other areas of the site.  

The site offers a range of opportunities to engage with the national curriculum (refer to HEMP, vol. 
3 p.39), and there are clearly opportunities to engage with higher education institutions to develop 
courses on the site, its history, archaeology and ecology. The use of micro-hydro and wood-chip 
burning (see 1.10) would also lend an additional dimension to the education possibilities of the site, 
and link to wider ecological education.

As referred to in the HEMP, the appointment of a suitably skilled education and community liaison 
officer should be considered as part of a wider review of the management of the site.  Such posts 
can draw grant aid, and should link with the role of NEWW on the site.

1.6.4	 Commercial	Uses
The commercial potential of the valley site is very limited by the level of contamination, access 
restrictions, ecology and other factors.  There are elements of the site which could lend themselves 
to commercial uses however, and contribute to the long-term viability of the site.

We have identified the section of the site adjoining the Antelope industrial estate as having poten-
tial for this purpose.  This could link in with usage of building 50, to provide, for example, work-
shops for the creative industries, heritage sector companies or similar. These could also attract 
grant-aid, and be used to match fund some of the historic buildings repairs, or interpretatives 
provision. Commercial vehicles using Nant-Alyn Road is inappropriate, with conflicts with pedes-
trians, site visitors and local residents.  We therefore suggest that consideration could be given to 
providing access from Antelope Industrial Estate.  The service road to the industrial estate extends 
beyond the existing buildings, adjacent to the fencing into the valley site, and provides sensible, 
existing, access onto the A541.

Once repaired, the process buildings could be used for exhibitions and possibly markets depending 
upon the level of repair.  

1.7	 Funding	Options

Whilst it is not part of our commission to review and provide a funding strategy, it has become evi-
dent that to maximize the potential of the site an element of grant aid will be required.

Access to grant aid need not simply be limited to conservation or interpretive work, it can also pro-
vide assistance with support staff such as an education officer. 

The scheme has been reviewed in terms of the funding criteria of a number of grant agencies, 
and would, in particular fit well with the Heritage Lottery Funds capital works programme combin-
ing strong elements of conservation, interpretation and, in particular, education with reference           
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Fig 13 Canalised River Alyn in the Danger Area - micro hydro potential

to the historic environment.       

1.8	 Local	Authority

Whilst this report was being prepared, the local authority, Flintshire, was without a full-time con-
servation officer preventing effective consultation.  This role has now been filled and a copy of the 
final report will be issued to Flintshire for comment and information.   

1.9	 Servicing

The site currently has no service connections beyond the process garage.  This means that there is 
currently no lighting provision to the caverns, or any of the buildings, and could hinder the sug-
gested expansion of access across the site.  

The site lends itself to off-grid environmentally sustainable energy, with the culverted River Alyn 
running through the centre of the site there is great potential to exploit micro-hydro power genera-
tion.  This could provide lighting for re-use of the buildings (for interpretation/educational pur-
poses), the caverns (for interpretation and repair). Management of the woodland to the west bank 
could provide wood-chip for heating plant should this be required.  

If the educational aspects of the site can be sufficiently developed to warrant toilet provision, it 
should be possible (subject to careful ground investigation in the relevant locations) to provide 
composting toilets or similar to avoid the need for expensive and unnecessary foul drainage con-
nections.
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Citex numbering system
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2.0			 The	Five	Year	Plan

Below, and illustrated on the attached plans, is a suggested strategy to improve access for the pub-
lic and stakeholders (NEWW, RVHS and others), and bring the protected buildings on the site back 
into a good, and sustainable, state of repair.

2.1	 Year	One

Repair Work

• Repair work undertaken to the listed process buildings (45, 50, 59), to include clearance, 
repair and/or replacement of rainwater goods.

•	 Review and agree scope of drainage repairs.  Undertake detailed design for new drainage 
connections.

•	 Repairs to first section of ‘synthaprufe’ walkways and access routes.

Stabilisation Works

•	 Stabilisation work to Buildings 65, 97, 111 and 128 and immediate structural repairs else-
where as recommended in the condition survey.

•	 Stabilisation to buildings 133 and 143, to allow repair and re-creations by Rhydymwyn Val-
ley History Society using volunteers, subject to agreement of arrangements and scope.

•	 Undertake remedial works to porches attached to danger area buildings.

Security Works

•	 Clear broken glass and other debris as recommended in security report.  

•	 Remove remaining asbestos (as per asbestos survey).

•	 Provide a permanent barrier (glazed) to reduce exposure to the contamination in building 
65.

•	 Provide temporary barriers to those buildings where significant risks exist, in particular 
buildings 97, 111 and 127, in conjunction with stabilization works (2.1.2) to prevent further 
deterioration prior to repair.

Works with Voluntary Groups

•	 Agreement with Rhydymwyn Valley History Society (RVHS) and North-East Wales Wildlife 
(NEWW) with regards to responsibility and access.  Liaison with potential funding bodies 
(HLF, CADW etc).  

•	 Suggested agreement with Rhydymwyn Valley History Society to take ownership (or lease?) 
and responsibility for the magazines, to allow repair and conservation, following stabiliza-
tion works undertaken by DEFRA.

•	 Temporary improvements to interpretation in conjunction with RVHS & NEWW (particularly 
with regards to the WWII features.

Access

•	 Agree revised induction protocol for site visitors.  Agree scope of induction for site guides.

•	 Increased awareness of site, publicity regarding increased access.  
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•	 Increase number of site open days in conjunction with RVHS and NEWW.

•	 Initial improvements to interpretive provisions, especially for war time features.

•	 Update website and publications to reflect what is available on site.

Energy Generation Options

•	 Explore options for sustainable energy generation within the site, in particular;

o	 Micro-hydro to River Alyn (licensing implications review, power output assessment at key 
locations etc).

o	 Coppicing and wood-chip boiler feasibility assessments.

Future Planning

•	 Prepare fully developed twenty-year plan to include;

o	 Interpretive strategy (building upon Birmingham Archaeology, Purcell Miller Tritton and 
RVHS information), coupled with wildlife interpretive strategy.

•	 Repair and maintenance strategy (building upon Purcell Miller Tritton report and task ma-
trix).

•	 Prepare Access Plan

•	 Prepare Business Plan

•	 Inter-relationship of various stakeholders.

•	 Alternative funding streams – e.g. new uses for building 50, using the process buildings for 
events, etc.

•	 Future staffing requirements – heritage and education management.

•	 Revenue and cost modelling

•	 Tourism Strategy

•	 Education Strategy 

o	 Including Military/History and Wildlife Elements.

o	 Employment of dedicated education and community liaison officer.

•	 Review Future site management strategy.
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2.2	 Year	Two

Repair Work

•	 Re-roofing the listed buildings 45, 50, 59 & 65.  Renew/reinstate drainage connections.

•	 Repair work undertaken to the first buildings in the danger area.  Including buildings 107, 
108, 109, 110, 111, 114 and 118.  Renew/reinstate drainage connections.

•	 Works to boundaries and fencing in Northern part of the site.  To include repairs, conserva-
tion and decoration of original palisade fences.

•	 Review upgrading to woodland walk, to reduce hazards.

•	 Repairs to synthaprufe walkways and access routes

Upgrading and Routing

•	 Provide bollards/barriers and routing guidance to proposed visitor route, in conjunction with 
improved signage.

Access

•	 Provide greater access to school groups.  

•	 Increase access through open days, publicise and organize a regular tour programme.  Re-
view possibility of opening the site (with guides) on Sundays.

•	 Update website and publications to reflect what is available on site.

Planning and Grant Applications

•	 Review access strategy for the tunnels.  Enter into discussions with Health and Safety Ex-
ecutive (Mining Inspectorate) and the Adventure Activities Licensing Authority, to ascertain 
the likelihood/desirability of achieving access to the tunnels for tours.  If the final conclu-
sion is no access, then prepare scope to light and interpret the caverns.

•	 Review necessary consents (planning, listed buiding, scheduled monument etc) for five-
year plan, and engage team to detail necessary consents.

•	 Submit applications for grant aid for visitor facilities and interpretation, suggested options 
might include;

o	 Teaching/education areas in Building 59 and Building 127 (shown on the plans in year four 
and five respectively).

o	 Interpretation design proposals including.

o	 Building 45 multi-media interpretation.

o	 Tunnels multi-media interpretation.

o	 Re-creations to building 59, buildings 108, 109, 128 and around railway platform.

o	 General site routing.

o	 Repairs to historic buildings and surfaces.
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2.3	 Year	Three

Repair Work

•	 Repair work undertaken to second set of buildings in the danger area, including buildings 
114, 115, 116, 119, 123, 124 and 128.  

•	 Review drainage connections for danger area, provide connections for the above. 

•	 Works to boundaries and fencing in south-western part of the site.  To include repairs, con-
servation and decoration of original palisade fences.

•	 Undertake repair works to primary access area into tunnels to facilitate provision of inter-
pretation scheme.

•	 Repairs to ‘synthaprufe’ walkways and access routes.

Security works.

•	 Improvements to perimeter of culvert, including repairs to retaining walls.

Access & Interpretation

•	 Increase access through open days, publicise and organize a regular tour programme.  Re-
view possibility of opening the site (with guides) on Sundays.

•	 First level of permanent interpretation installation to Process Area, Charging Area, tunnels 
and top section of danger area.

•	 Update website and publications to reflect what is available on site.

Upgrading and Routing

•	 Provide bollards/barriers and to suit revised route.  Monitor practicality and effectiveness in 
use, and adapt accordingly.

Energy Generation

•	 Subject to feasibility work, provision of first micro-hydro installation, with a view to provi-
sion of lighting and interpretation in the central tunnel (and access lighting elsewhere), and 
power to other buildings as required.
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2.4	 Year	Four

Repair Work

•	 Repair work undertaken to remaining buildings in the danger area, including buildings 136, 
137, 138, 139, 146, 148 & 149, railway platform etc. Provide drainage connections for the 
above.

•	 Works to boundaries and fencing in south-eastern part of the site.  To include repairs, con-
servation and decoration of original palisade fences.

•	 Undertake repair works to primary access area into tunnels to facilitate provision of inter-
pretation scheme.

•	 Repairs to final areas of ‘synthaprufe’ walkways and access routes.

Access & Interpretation

•	 Set-up remote education facility as a remote ‘pod’ within building 59.

•	 Lighting and multi-media interpretation installed in central access tunnel, with glass screen.

•	 Increase access through open days, publicise and organize a regular tour programme.  Re-
view possibility of opening the site (with guides) on Sundays.

•	 Second level installation of permanent interpretation scheme to danger area. 

•	 Update website and publications to reflect what is available on site.

Upgrading and Routing

•	 Provide bollards/barriers and to suit revised route.  Monitor practicality and effectiveness in 
use, and adapt accordingly.

Energy Generation

•	 Subject to feasibility work, provision of first micro-hydro installation, with a view to provi-
sion of lighting and interpretation in the central tunnel (and access lighting elsewhere), and 
power to other buildings as required.
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2.5	 Year	Five

Repair Work

•	 Repair work largely completed – on-going maintenance and repairs continue.

Access & Interpretation

•	 Set-up remote education facility within former Mess Room (building 127).

•	 Re-creations, improved interpretation etc to danger area, including 109, 111 , 128, railway 
platform and features.  Reinstatement of length of track and wagon.

•	 Increased route and implement final phase of interpretation.

•	 Update website and publications to reflect what is available on site.

Upgrading and Routing

•	 Provide bollards/barriers and to suit revised route.  Monitor practicality and effectiveness in 
use, and adapt accordingly.

Energy Generation

•	 Subject to feasibility work, provision of first micro-hydro installation, with a view to provi-
sion of lighting and interpretation in the central tunnel (and access lighting elsewhere), and 
power to other buildings as required.
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

1 2.2.1  40/41 Replace bitumous 
covering to reinforced 
concrete slab

B 25

2 2.2.1  40/41 Reinstate rainwater 
goods and drainage 
connection

IMP

3 2.2.2  40/41 Repair jacking cracks 
to each corner of the 
building

B

4 2.2.2  40/41 Repair cracks above 
lintels over the doors 
into rooms 2 and 3

B

5 2.2.2  40/41 Remove trees growing 
in very close proximity 
to the building fabric

LTC 5

6 2.3.3  40/41 Replace corroded plate 
covering void 
surrounding pipes 

IMP

7 2.3.3  40/41 Reinstate doors or 
provide gates.

8 2.3.3  40/41 Decorate externally LTC 10

9 2.3.3  40/41 Clear gutters etc. STC Seasonal 

10 2.3 42      Remove series of small 
trees in close proximity
to building

B

11 2.4 43      Repair significant 
spalled sections to the 
upper arris of the 
concrete slab

B

12 2.4 43      Repair spalled bricks, 
remove plants growing 
at high level 

B

13 2.4 43      Repair cracks at high 
level

B

14 2.3 43      Repair crack in 
concrete floor slab

B

15 2.5 44      Remove ivy, grass, 
plants and small trees

LTC 5

16 2.5 44      Repair spalled sections 
to the upper and lower 
arrises

B

17 2.5 44      Repair spalled 
brickwork

B

18 2.5 44      Repair jacking cracks B

19 2.5 44      Cut back vegetation LTC 5

20 2.6 67      Remove large ivy B

21 2.6 67 Repair high level 
cracking

B

22 2.6 67 Treat reinforcing bars B 

23 2.6 67 Repair crack across 
floor slab

B

24 2.7 68 Remove ivy and plant 
growth

LTC 5

25 2.7 68 Repair spalled faces to 
the bricks

B

26 2.7 68 Remove debris on floor B

The	West	Bank	and	Pre-World	War	II	Features
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

27 2.9 SMR98049
Foundry
Wall

Monitor stability.
Limited consoldation is 
needed to the wall 
head

STC 2011

28 2.1 SMR98050, 
98051 & 
98052
Revetment

Remove 2 trees and 
some of the prevalent 
under-growth

B

29 2.11 SMR98062 
& 98072 
Garden & 
Boundary
Wall

Monitor adjacent 
growth

STC 2011

30 2.12 Storage 
Caverns

Buttressing at Position 
D1 (which should be 
removed and then wall 
assessed)

B 2011

31 2.12 Storage 
Caverns

Area of potential rock 
fall to be cordoned off 
from access and 
monitored

B

32 2.12 Storage 
Caverns

Periodical monitoring 
and survey

STC 5 2015

33 3.1.1 12 Cut back plants on 
east elevation, re-align 
section of gutter

LTC 5 2011

34 3.1.2 12 Monitor vertical and 
horizontal cracks 
running down from 
thebearing of this lintel

STC 1 2011

35 3.1.2 12 Monitor retention of 
damp in walls at low 
level

STC 1 2011

36 3.1.3 12 Redecorate peeling and
flaking plaster to the 
east and west walls

LTC 5 2011

37 3.1.3 12 Redecorate walls  
finished in a modern 
masonry paint

LTC 5 2011

38 3.2.1 45 Renew bituminous 
roofing felt

IMP 25

39 3.2.1 45 Clear gutters & outlets STC Seasonal 2011

40 3.2.2 45 Repair/renew 
rainwater pipes. Freeze
thaw cracking

B

41 3.2.2 45 Provide/modify 
drainage connections 
to all gullies

IMP

42 3.2.2 45 Clear all trees from 
around back of building

LTC 10 2011

43 3.2.2 45 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

44 3.2.2 45 Replace PVC pipe & 
hopper with iron

IMP

The	Process	Area
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

45 3.2.3 45 Repair section of 
cracked concrete 
adjacent to the 
parapet

B

46 3.2.3 45 Treat sections of RSJ 
built into wall with rust 
inhibitor

B

47 3.2.3 45 Repair crack extending 
soe 2"down form the 
bearing plate

B

48 3.2.3 45 Repair delamination of 
brickwork faces

LTC 10 2011

49 3.2.3 45 Treat vehicular with a 
rust inhibitor or paint

LTC 10 2011

50 3.2.3 45 Repair spalled concrete
at parapet level with 
sections in imminent 
danger of falling

B

51 3.2.3 45 Repair the third pier 
fpr the east, in 
particular, has further 
spalling at high level

B

52 3.2.3 45 Remove plant growth 
adjacent to the 
building

LTC 5

53 3.2.3 45 Repair lower beam, 
poor condition with 
extensive spalling

B

54 3.2.3 45 Repair deterioration in 
brickwork and 
reinforced concrete 
piers

B

55 3.2.3 45 Repair spalled bricks to
infill panels

B

56 3.2.3 45 Require decoration or 
the application of a 
rust inhibitor to 
prevent causing 
damage

B

57 3.2.3 45 Introduce lead 
weathering above infill 
panels

IMP

58 3.2.3 45 Repair deterioration in 
the reinforced concrete 
frame to west 
elevation

B

59 3.2.3 45 Repair exposed 
reinforcement and 
spalled concrete

B

60 3.2.4 45 Decorate internally LTC 10 2011

61 3.2.4 45 Monitor cracking 
internally for any sign 
of deterioration

STC 1 2011

62 3.2.4 45 Monitor corrosion in 
the longitudinal 
reinforcing bar

STC 1 2011

63 3.2.4 45 Renew/repair two roof 
ventilators which are 
covered with plywood 
sheets

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

64 3.2.4 45 Replace timber frame 
and ply over-boarding

B

65 3.2.4 45 Repair/reinstate 
further roof ventilator 
at high level to the 
eastern end of bay 6

B

66 3.2.4 45 Repair/renew vertical 
crack between the 
reinforced concrete 
frame & brickwork

B

67 3.2.4 45 Repair bricks that are 
loose

68 3.2.4 45 Repair & monitor crack 
in Bay 7 (SW) between 
the concrete and 
brickwork

B

69 3.2.4 45 Monitor imposed load 
on beams on a regular 
basis

STC 1 2011

70 3.2.4 45 Monitor crack which 
has been grouted with 
cementitious grout

STC 1 2011

71 3.2.4 45 Remove conduits if not 
of historic significance

IMP

72 3.2.4 45 Remove sand and 
debris from floor at the 
time of survey

B 2011

73 3.2.4 45 Properly cover trench 
in floor and repair 
uneven floor adjacent 
to this

IMP

74 3.3 50 Renew roof coverings B

75 3.3 50 Repair/renew 
rainwater goods

B

76 3.3 50 Reinstate drainage 
connections

Imp

77 3.3 50 Decorate LTC 10

78 3.3 50 Clear gutters STC 2011 Seasonal 

79 3.3 50 Remove trees etc 
around perimeter of 
building

LTC 5 2011

80 3.3.2 50 Repair badly spalled 
sections of concrete 
exposing the 
reinforcement

B

81 3.3.2 50 Repair significant 
vertical cracks, 
sections of spalled 
concrete

B

82 3.3.2 50 Repair substantial 
sections of spalled 
concrete

B

83 3.3.2 50 Repair badly spalled 
sections of reinforced 
concrete

B

84 3.3.2 50 Repair spalled sections 
at low level

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

85 3.3.3 50 Repair crack in the 
reinforced concrete to 
the parapet at high 
level which runs down 
from the wall head 
diagonally downwards 

B

86 3.3.3 50 Repair delamination to 
the piers

B

87 3.3.3 50 Repair crack to eastern-
most pier 

B

88 3.3.3 50 Treat steel with a rust 
inhibitor

LTC 10 2011

89 3.3.3 50 Repair spalled bricks at
higher level

B

90 3.3.3 50 Repair brick at low 
level

B

91 3.3.3 50 Repair the reinforced 
beam to the head of 
doors

B

92 3.3.3 50 Introduce lead 
weathering other 
reinforced concrete 
beam

Imp

93 3.3.3 50 Repair delaminating 
concrete exposing the 
reinforcement beneath

B

94 3.3.3 50 Repair reinforced 
concrete to western 
most pier 

B

95 3.3.3 50 Repair decay to 
concrete piers 

B

96 3.3.3 50 Repair spalling to the 
brickwork faces at high
level

B

97 3.3.3 50 Repair spalled bricks to
the northern most bay 

B

98 3.3.4 50 Investigate and repair 
cause of iron stain ing 
and watwer ingress

B

99 3.3.4 50 Investige and repair 
significant staining on 
the face of the 
reinforced concrete 

B

100 3.3.4 50 Examine gantry for 
corrosion

STC 1

101 3.3.5 50 Repair decay to 
reinforced concrete 
horizontal beam to the 
doorheads

B

102 3.3.5 50 Monitor signs of 
deterioration where the
gantry rails project 
through walls

STC

103 3.3.5 50 Investigate and repair 
staining to reinforved 
concrete

B

104 3.3.5 50 Repair high level 
reinforced concrete 
internally

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

105 3.3.5 50 Expose of the 
reinforcement of the 
wall either side 
absolutely saturated

B

106 3.3.5 50 Investigate 
displacement and 
repair

B

107 3.3.5 50 Repair deterioration to 
reinforced concrete 
column with 
delamination and 
remove roots

B

108 3.3.5 50 Monitor displacement 
to South East corner

STC 1

109 3.3.5 50 Repair horizontal 
cracking at high level

B

110 3.3.5 50 Monitoring be 
undertaken to high 
level cracking

STC

111 3.4.1 58 Renew roof covering IMP 25

112 3.4.1 58 Repair reinforced 
concrete slab

IMP

113 3.4.2 58 Remove ivy LTC 5

114 3.4.2 58 Remove tree growing 
from gulley of the pipe

B

115 3.4.2 58 Reinstate rainwater 
goods where missing

IMP

116 3.4.2 58 Form proper drainage 
connectionS

IMP

117 3.4.3 58 Repair small vent at 
low level

B

118 3.4.3 58 Repair horizontal 
cracks at high level 
and loose brickwork

B

119 3.4.3 58 Repair & monitor 
horizontal cracking at 
high level above the 
lean-to and adjacent to
the smaller window 
opening

B

120 3.4.3 58 Remove trees around 
the building which 
have been planted or 
seeded

B

121 3.4.4 58 Renew entrance door B 5

122 3.4.5 58 Conserve early paint 
finish and war-time 
signage

IMP

123 3.5.1 59 Repair reinforced 
concrete piers behind 
rainwater pipes 01 - 
02 reinforcement

B

124 3.5.1 59 Repair sections of 
delamination to the 
reinforced concrete 
pier behind this pipe, 
with sections of 
exposed reinforcement

B

125 3.5.1 59 Repair pier bejind pipe 
08

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

126 3.5.1 59 Repair concrete to pier 
behind pipe 09

B

127 3.5.1 59 Repair concrete to 
piers 10 and 12

B

128 3.5.1 59 Renew roof coverings B 25

129 3.5.2 59 Repair areas of spalling
to the reinforced 
concrete piers

B

130 3.5.2 59 Repair spalling in the 
parapet beam at high 
level

B

131 3.5.2 59 Repair spalled 
brickwork

B

132 3.5.2 59 Clear vegetation and 
tree growth 
immediately adjacent 
to the building

LTC 5 2011

133 3.5.2 59 Repair significant areas
of deterioration in the 
lower horizontal beam

B

134 3.5.2 59 Monitor arched gable 
walls (at high level) 
vertical cracks

STC 1 2011

135 3.5.2 59 Repair/undertake 
remedial work to the 
concrete at high level

B

136 3.5.2 59 Treat exposed 
metalwork with rust 
inhibitor and paint

LTC 2011

137 3.5.2 59 Repair spalled 
brickwork to the South 
elevation particularly 
at high level

B

138 3.5.2 59 Treat corrosion to 
gantry rails and repair 
brickwork

B

139 3.5.2 59 Repair areas decay to 
East elevation 
reinforced concrete

B

140 3.5.3 59 Monitor deterioration in
the reinforcement 

STC 1 2011

141 3.5.3 59 Investigate condition of
ventilator and repair

B

142 3.5.3 59 Monitor deterioration 
adjacent to the tower 

STC 1 2011

143 3.5.3 59 Investigate & repair 
deterioration in the 
reinforced concrete at 
high level

B

144 3.5.3 59 Monitor/repair cracks  
adjacent to the 
vehicular doors at 
south end

STC 1

145 3.5.3 59 Clear debris, leaves 
leaf mould and sand

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

146 3.5.4 59 Repair reinforced 
concrete that has 
caused jacking in 
upper courses

B

147 3.6 65 Renew roof coverings IMP

148 Reinstate rain water 
goods

IMP

149 3.6.1 65 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

150 3.6.1 65 Clear roof gutters STC Seasonal 2011

151 3.6.1 65 Repair reinforced 
concrete roof slab

B

152 3.6.2 65 Remove extensive ivy 
growth

LTC 5

153 3.6.2 65 Repair reinforced 
concrete north-west 
pier

B

154 3.6.3 65 Repair/monitor 
diagonal crack 
adjacent to former 
entry door

B

155 3.6.3 65 Repair & remove tree 
growth to concrete 
slab

B

156 3.6.3 65 Remove substantial 
tree growing adjacent 
to the entrance

B

157 3.6.3 65 Repair displaced pier 
to former oil tank

B

158 3.6.3 65 Repair & monitor 
vertical crack between 
the reinforced concrete 
frame and brickwork

B

159 3.6.3 65 Repair significant 
deterioration to the 
reinforced concrete 
frame on the east 
elevation

B

160 3.6.3 65 Replace modern 
blockwork with 
appropriate brickwork

IMP

161 3.6.3 65 Provide new 
door/screen to reduce 
risk of inhaling gas

IMP

162 3.6.3 65 The level of 
contamination should 
be monitored

STC 1

163 3.6.3 65 Reinstate rainwater 
goods

B

164 3.6.3 65 Reinstate drainage B

165 3.7 97 Renew roof coverings B

166 3.7.1 97 Repair cracks around 
the perimeter of roof 
slab, and spalled 
sections

B

167 3.7.1 97 Repair horizontal 
cracking at high level

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

168 3.7.2 97 Repair & monitor the 
cracks to the outrigger 
to the south 

B

169 3.7.2 97 Repair bricks with 
friable and spalling 
faces

B

170 3.7.2 97 Remove corroded 
conduit

IMP

171 3.7.2 97 Repair & monitor crack 
running along below 
the concrete roof slab, 
extending to two 
storey part of building, 
along vent and down 
to floor level

B

172 3.7.2 97 Repair brickwork roof 
slab where crudely cut 
to north elevation

B

173 3.7.2 97 Repair large vertical 
crack to out-rigger

B

174 3.7.2 97 Repair large horizontal 
crack and spalled brick 
to single storey 
building

B

175 3.7.2 97 Consider dismantling 
the single strorey 
outrigger and re-
building if required

IMP

176 3.7.3 97 Repair reinforced 
concrete slab of the 
southern single story 
outrigger

B

177 3.7.3 97 Reinforce concrete slab
to transformer cubicle 
where corosion to 
reinforcing bars

B

178 3.7.3 97 Repair extensive 
cracking co-inciding 
with cracking visible to 
exterior

B

179 3.7.3 97 Repair horizontal crack 
at roof slab level

B

180 4.1 SMR 98007
Railway
Look Out 
Post

Repair brickwork to 
upper storey

B

181 4.1 SMR 98007
Railway
Look Out 
Post

Repair concrete slab

182 4.1 SMR 98007 Repair railside fence 
which adjoins the look 
out post 

183 4.2 107 Introduce new roof 
covering

IMP

184 4.2 107 Introduce new rain 
water goods

IMP

	Buildings	within	the	Danger	Area
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

185 4.2 107 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

186 4.2 107 Repair spalled brick 
faces

B

187 4.2 107 Conserve remnants of 
crittal type steel 
window

B

188 4.2 107 Rremove/replace 
glazing

B

189 4.2 107 Monitor cracks 
spreading down from 
concrete lintels & 
extending down the 
wall

STC 1 2011

190 4.2 107 Repair spalled 
brickwork

B

191 4.2 107 Repair significant crack 
extending up from the 
lintel

B

192 4.2 107 Conserve early light 
fitting, conduits and 
framing for shutters 
around windows

IMP

193 4.2 107 Remove asbestos 
panel

IMP

194 4.3 108 Instal new drains & 
connections

IMP

195 4.3 108 Install new roof 
covering

IMP

196 4.3 108 Install new rain water 
goods

IMP

197 4.3 108 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

198 4.3 108 Clear drains rain water 
goods

STC Seasonal 2011

199 4.3.2 108 Reinstate 3 existing 
galvanized steel vents

B

200 4.3.2 108 Repair horizontal 
cracks which extend up
diagonally through the 
wall

B

201 4.3.2 108 Repair west elevation 
where cracking is quite 
serious

B

202 4.3.2 108 Remove tree growth LTC 5

203 4.3.2 108 Repair & monitor 
diagonal & horizontal 
crack to the west. 

B

204 4.3.2 108 Repair and monitor 
(potential requirement 
to under-pin wall)

B

205 Repair/Renew lintols B

206 4.3.2 108 Repair cracks above 
the central out-rigger

B

207 4.3.2 108 Repair horizontal and 
diagonal cracking in 
the south end of this 
elevation

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

208 4.3.3 108 Conserve the walls of 
main space which are 
plastered and rendered

IMP

209 4.3.3 108 Remove remaining 
linoleum

IMP

210 4.3.3 108 Repair longitudinal 
crack to down-stand 
beam

B

211 4.3.3 108 Repair western porch 
cracks 15-20mm 
diameter

B

212 4.4 109 Renew roof coverings B 25

213 4.4 109 Reinstate rain water 
goods, reinstate 
drainage connections

IMP

214 4.4 109 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

215 4.4.1 109 Remove tree/plant 
growth adjacent to 
building

LTC 5

216 4.4.1 109 Monitor distortion in 
the roof slab

STC 1 2011

217 4.4.2 109 Repair spalled faces 
particularly of the 
centre of the facade

B

218 4.4.2 109 Repair & monitor 
horizontal cracking at 
high level

STC 1

219 4.4.3 109 Monitor, repair and 
prop as necessary 
along the centre line 
where the bottom part 
of the down stand 
beams are 
deteriorating

B

220 4.4.3 109 Conserve original paint 
finishes

IMP

221 4.5.2 110 Renew roof coverings B

222 Remove trees growing 
adjacent

B

223 4.5.2 110 Reinstate rain water 
goods, reinstate 
drainage connections

IMP

224 4.5.2 110 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

225 4.5.2 110 Repair reinforced 
concrete lintel where 
bottom edge badly 
spalled, exposing the 
corroding reinforcing 
bars

B

226 4.5.2 110 Repair spalled, cut and 
missing bricks

B

227 4.5.2 110 Repair spalled brick 
faces across the 
surface of the wall

B

228 4.5.2 110 Repair horizontal 
cracks

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

229 4.5.2 110 Repair brickwork to 
heads of wing walls 
and significant crack at 
low level

B

230 4.6 111 Replace roof coverings B

231 4.6 Remove trees adjacent B

232 4.6 111 Reinstate rainwater 
goods

IMP

233 4.6 111 Decorate externally LTC 10

234 4.6.1 111 Introduce additonal 
support to roof slab 

IMP

235 4.6.1 111 Repair spalled sections 
to roof slate

B

236 4.6.2 111 Repair diagonal cracks 
associated with 
thermal movement 
within the brickwork

B

237 4.6.2 111 Repair bricks with 
spalled faces

B

238 4.6.2 111 Reconstruction of piers 
to mout-
rigger(significant
health & safety 
concern)

B

239 4.6.2 111 Repair the outer face 
of two southern 
porches

B

240 4.6.2 111 Urgent repair to 'bulge'
in west wall and 
monitor

B 2011

241 4.6.2 111 Introduce new 
drainage to wet ground

Imp

242 4.6.2 111 Possible under-pinning 
required as a 
significant risk of 
brickwork collapse

B Also refer to 240 
above

243 4.6.2 111 Repair spalled faces to 
the brickwork

B

244 4.6.2 111 Repair further crack 
running vertically up 
through the wall to the 
east elevation

B

245 4.6.3 111 Repair prop roof & 
consolidate concrete 
slab underside of down 
stand beams

B

246 4.6.3 111 Conserve paintwork & 
plaster when repaired 
externally.

B

247 4.7.1 114 Renew roof coverings B

248 4.7.1 114 Reinstate rain water 
goods

IMP
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

249 4.7.1 114 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

250 4.7.1 114 Remove trees to 
perimeter of building

LTC 5

251 4.7.2 114 Repair minor horizontal
cracks associated with 
the deflection in the 
roof slab

B

252 4.7.2 114 Repair porch roof slabs B

253 4.7.3 114 Repair underside of 
reinforced concrete 
roof slab

B

254 4.7.3 114 Conserve war time 
paint in situ and the 
shift lettering A & B 

B

255 4.8.2 115 Provide new roof 
covering IMP

256 4.8.2 115 Conserve timber 
frames to  original 
blast curtains 

IMP

257 4.8.3 115 Repair horizontal 
cracks to roof slab

B

258 4.9.1 116 Provide new roof 
covering

IMP

259 4.9.1 116 Repair spalling to the 
south eastern corner of
roof slab

B

260 4.9.2 116 Repair cracking of the 
corner of the buildings 
at high level

B

261 4.9.2 116 Repair spalled bricks B

262 4.9.2 116 Conserve remnants of 
the original blast 
screening and western 
door

IMP

263 4.9.3 116 Repair cracking 
running east - west

B

264 4.9.3 116 Repair cracks to the 
concrete floor slab

B

265 4.10.1 119 Renew/Reinstate roof 
covering

B

266 4.10.1 119 Renew/Reinstate rain 
water goods

B

267 4.10.1 119 Redecorate LTC 10 2011

268 4.10.1 119 Clean rain water goods STC Seasonal 2011

269 4.10.1 119 RenewReinstate 
drainage connections

B

270 4.10.1 119 Repair significant 
deterioration to roof 
slab

B

271 4.10.2 119 Repair substantial 
horizontal crack

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

272 4.10.2 119 Repair diagonal 
cracking at high level

B

273 4.10.2 119 Repair significant 
number of spalled 
bricks

B

274 4.10.2 119 Repair horizontal 
cracking to the out 
rigger

B

275 4.10.3 119 Repair diagonal crack 
and further diagonal 
cracks to the north of 
the building

B

276 4.10.3 119 Repair plaster above 
doorway it has become 
delaminated and some 
sections have fallen 
away

B

277 4.10.3 119 Repair and monitor 
vertical crack

B

278 4.11 123 Renew roof coverings B

279 4.11 123 Reinstate rainwater 
goods renew drainage 
connections

IMP

280 4.11 123 Decorate LTC 10 2011

281 4.11 123 Remove trees growing 
adjacent

B

282 4.11.2 123 Number of spalled and 
friable bricks, loose 
sections of morter

B

283 4.11.2 123 Repair horizontal 
cracks to both east and
west corners of 
elevation

B

284 4.11.2 123 Repair spalled bricks 
and horizontal cracking
at high level

B

285 4.11.2 123 Renew/repair sections 
of brickwork either side
of the windows

B

286 4.11.3 123 Repair spalled sections 
exposing reinforcement

B

287 4.11.3 123 Repair significant crack 
running through the 
roof slab extending 
down to the head of 
the window

B

288 4.11.3 123 Repair substantial 
crack running 
alongside down stand 
beam.

B

289 4.11.3 123 Horizontal and 
diagonal cracking 

B

290 4.11.3 123 Cut back brambles 
which are starting to 
ingress with the 
building

B

291 4.12 124 Renew roof coverings B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

292 4.12 124 Cut back/ remove 
trees and growth

B

293 4.12 124 Reinstate rain water 
goods

B

294 4.12 124 Reinstate /renew 
drainage connections

IMP

295 4.12 124 Decorate LTC 10 2011

296 4.12.2 124 Repair spalled bricks to
elevation

B

297 4.12.2 124 Reinstate missing 
mortar to 4th course 
from wall head and 
around damp proof at 
lower level

B

298 4.12.2 124 Repair/renew louvered 
blades

B

299 4.13.2 124 Repair around window 
opening where steel 
frame is corroded 

B

300 4.12.3 124 Repair/renew decay 
and delamination of 
some of the down 
stand beams

B

301 4.12.3 124 Plaster is badly crazed 
and saturated adjacent
to the southern of the 
door opening

B

302 4.12.3 124 Repair cracking to the 
floor slab, particularly 
adjacent to the 
entrance doors

B

303 4.13 127 Renew roof 
coverings/cut back, 
remove trees etc 
adjacent to building

B

304 4.13 127 Reinstate rain water 
goods, renew drainage 
connections

IMP

305 4.13 127 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

306 4.13.1 127 Spalled and friable 
sections, particularly to
the north & east 
elevation

B

307 4.13.2 127 Reinstate vents and 
covers are all missing

IMP

308 4.13.2 127 Repair exposed 
brickwork/horizontal & 
diagonal cracking to 
the corner lintel above 

B

309 4.13.2 127 Reinstate missing 
bricks associated 
withpartial demolition

B

310 4.13.2 127 Repair significant crack 
running to the south 
west corner of the out 
rigger

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

311 4.13.4 127 Repair substantial 
crack extending 2 
meters in south east 
corner of outrigger

B

312 4.13.4 127 Localized 
reconstruction of the 
south eastern corner to
this area will be 
necessary

B

313 4.14 128 Renew/reinstate roof 
coverings

B

314 4.14 128 Renew/reinstate 
rainwater goods

B

315 4.14 128 Clear/remove trees 
and growth around 
building

B

316 4.14 128 Decorate externally LTC 10 2011

317 4.14 128 Clear rainwater goods STC Seasonal 2011

318 4.14 128 Reinstate drainage 
connections

IMP

319 4.14.1 128 Repair significant 
sections of spalled and 
failing concrete

B

320 4.14.1 128 Spalled sections 
exposed, reinforcing 
bars corroding, 
continuing the 
consequential

B

321 4.14.1 128 Repair brickwork 
reinforced concrete 
slab, there is similar 
horizontal cracking

B

322 4.14.1 128 Repair significant 
sections of spalled and 
failing concrete

B

323 4.14.1 128 Repair brickwork 
reinforced concrete 
slab, there is similar 
horizontal cracking

B

324 4.14.2 128 Repair cracks below 
the reinforced concrete 
slabs

B

325 4.12.2 128 Repair/Reinstate rain 
water goods 

B

326 4.14.2 128 Reinstate original 
louvred inserts

Imp

327 4.14.2 128 Repair spalled and 
falling bricks to the 
North adjacent, also 
horizontal crack 

B

328 4.14.2 128 Repair horizontal 
cracking to the corners 

B

329 4.14.2 128 Repair spalled bricks at
high level 

B

330 4.14.2 128 Repair horizontal 
cracking to the 
brickwork at high level

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

331 4.14.2 128 Repair spalled brick 
faces towards the 
south end of the porch

B 2011

332 4.14.2 128 Repair spalled 
brickwork to blast wall 
and appropriate 
capping detail.

B

333 4.14.2 128 Reapir spalled bricks at
west elevation

B

334 4.14.2 128 Treat steel joists built 
into the wall structure 
with rust inhibitor

B

335 4.14.2 128 Renew floor slab to 
northern porch where 
subsided

Imp

336 4.14.2 128 Repair cracking at high 
level

B

337 4.14.3 128 Repair horizontal crack 
to roof slab at porch 
entrance

B

338 4.14.3 128 Conserve finishes once 
slab repaired.

B

339 4.14.3 128 Repair substantial 
crack by reinforcing 
bar

B

340 4.14.3 128 Repair longitudinal 
crack the full length of 
the north wall,

B

341 4.14.3 128 Monitor condition of 
embedded steel 
supporting structure 
built in to the wall 

STC 2011

342 4.14.3 128 Repair diagonal 
cracking through the 
wall structure where 
building abuts porch

B

343 4.14.3 128 Repair longitudinal 
cracking above the 
porch roof slab

B

344 4.14.3 128 Repair significant crack 
running east-west 

B

345 4.14.3 128 Repair bottom edges of
down-stand beams 
where starting to 
delaminate

B

346 4.14.3 128 Repair horizontal 
cracking where the 
east and west walls 
meet the entrance 

B

347 4.14.3 128 Repair/stabilise 
subsidence in the floor 
structure particularly in
the southern most 
room

B

348 4.14.3 128 Repair cracks in the 
roof slab running east-
west

B

349 4.16 133 Renew/reinstate roof 
coverings

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

350 4.16 133 Renew/reinstate 
rainwater goods

B

351 4.16 133 Check/reinstate 
drainage connections

B

352 4.16 133 Clear/monitor tree 
growth

B

353 4.16 133 Decorate LTC 10 2011

354 4.16 133 Clear gulleys/gutters STC Seasonal 

355 4.16.2 133 Repair horizontal 
cracking at each corner
of the building 

B

356 4.16.2 133 Repair horizontal 
cracks running full 
length of south 
elevation

B

357 4.16.2 133 Renew first course of 
bricks to prevent 
significant water 
ingress

B

358 4.16.2 133 Replace spalled bricks 
to all elevations,
particularly at low level

B

359 4.16.3 133 Repair/reinstate upper 
parts of doors and 
frames

Imp

360 4.16.4 133 Specialist removal of 
original asbestos 
cement guttering 

B

361 4.16.4 133 Repair section of 
concrete, centre of roof
slab, which has 
corroded

B

362 4.16.4 133 Repair horizontal 
cracks to the bottom 
edge of each beam 

B

363 4.17 133 Replace spalled brick 
faces to the retaining 
wall

B

364 4.17 133 Introduce land 
drainage and clear 
gullies to magazine 
walkway

Imp

365 4.17 133 Renew exposed section
of corroded 
reinforcement

B

366 4.19 136 Renew/reinstate roof 
coverings

B

367 4.19 136 Reinstate rainwater 
goods

B

368 4.19 136 Reinstate drainage 
connections

B

369 4.19 136 Decorate LTC 10 2011

370 4.19 136 Clear gutters/drains STC Seasonal 2011

371 4.19 136 Replace missing bricks 
to door head

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

372 4.19 136 Repair sections spalling
away revealing the 
reinforcement

B

373 4.20 137 Renew/reinstate roof 
coverings

B

374 4.20 137 Reinstate rainwater 
goods

B

375 4.20 137 Reinstate drainage 
connections

B

376 4.20 137 Decorate LTC 10 2011

377 4.20 137 Clear gutters and 
drains

STC Seasonal 2011

378 4.20 137 Remove trees growing 
adjacent to building

B

379 4.20.2 137 Repair eastern-most 
significant cracking 
adjacent to the roof 
slab

B

380 4.20.2 137 Reinstate original zinc 
louvres

Imp

381 4.20.2 137 Repair significant 
diagonal crack 
extending through the 
wall

B

382 4.20.2 137 Investigate significant 
structural movement in
this corner of the 
building

B

383 4.20.3 137 Conserve wartime 
cream paint finish and 
shift markings

B

384 4.21 138 Renew/reinstate roof 
coverings

B

385 4.21 138 Reinstate rainwater 
goods

B

386 4.21 138 Reinstate drainage 
connections

B

387 4.21 138 Decorate LTC 10 2011

388 4.21 138 Clear gutters and 
drains

STC Seasonal 2011

389 4.21.1 138 Repair horizontal 
cracking at high level 
(main building)

B

390 4.21.2 138 Repair brickwork on 
the projecting porch 
where the central pier 
and north western pier 
have brick spalling 
away

B

391 4.21.2 138 Repair spalled 
brickwork in the main 
building

B

392 4.21.2 138 Repair horizontal 
cracking at high level 

B

393 4.21.2 138 Conserve interesting 
painted signage 

B
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

394 4.21.3 138 Renew spalled bricks 
to blast wall to the 
east.

B

395 4.21.4 138 Provide revised caping 
details to blast wall

B

396 4.22 139 Renew spalled 
brickwork to the east 
elevation

397 4.22 139 Conserve original door 
and section of blast 
curtain-in situ 

398 4.23.1 146 Clear/reinstate 
drainage connections

B

399 4.23.1 146 Clear drains/gutters B Seasonal 2011

400 4.23.1 146 Repair horizontal and 
diagonal cracking a 
couple of courses 
below the reinforced 
concrete roof slab

B

401 4.23.2 146 Repair cracking to the 
brickwork associated 
with the distortion in 
the roof slab 

B

402 4.23.2 146 Reinstate original 
louvred vents

Imp

403 4.23.3 146 Remove debris from 
floor

B

404 4.24 148 Renew/reinstate roof 
coverings

B

405 4.24 148 Reinstate rainwater 
goods

B

406 4.24 148 Reinstate drainage 
connections

B

407 4.24 148 Decorate LTC 10 2011

408 4.24 148 Clear gutters and 
drains

STC Seasonal 2011

409 4.24 148 Cracking to each 
corner at high level 
adjoining the roof slab

B

410 4.24 148 The zinc louvred vents 
have been removed

IMP

411 4.24 148 Crack adjoining the 
central roof vent

B

412 4.24 148 Remove/clean floor 
covered in debris, leaf 
matter and soil

B

413 4.25.1 149 Renew/reinstate roof 
coverings

B

414 4.25.1 149 Reinstate rainwater 
goods

B

415 4.25.1 149 Reinstate drainage 
connections

B

416 4.25.1 149 Decorate LTC 10 2011
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Valley	Site	Rhydymwyn,	Condition	Survey Task	Matrix

Item Condition	
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category	of	
Task

Cycle
Period
Years

Next	Event	Date Notes

417 4.25.1 149 Clear gutters and 
drains

STC 2011

418 4.25.2 149 Reinstate the 
synthaprufe which has 
shrunk and cracked 
away allowing water 
ingress in this area

IMP

419 4.25.2 149 Repair the significant 
diagonal crack running 
down through the wall

B

420 4.25.2 149 Replace missing zinc 
louvred ventilators

Imp

421 4.25.3 149 Repair cracking to the 
underside of the roof 
slab

B

422 4.25.3 149 Clear debris and other 
detritus from floor

B

423 4.25.4 149 Repair brick coping B

424 4.25.5 149 Renew coping detail to 
free standing wall 
beyond building 149

Imp

Security
Report
Refs.

Building
Number

Summary Category of 
Task

Cycle Period 
Years

Next Event Date Notes

1 2.1 1 Create secondary fence
line as line of control

Imp

2 2.5 12 Keep doors locked or 
install locks with 
access codes 

Imp

3 2.5 12 Review the gas 
cylinder storage 
arrangements

B

4 2.5 12 Clear hardstanding and
fire escape routes 

B

5 2.3, 3.1 & 
4.1

Perimeter
Fencing

Localised
improvements where 
vulnerable to breach

Imp

6 Site wide Internal 
Paths

Clear designated paths 
of moss and plant 
growth

B

7 Site wide All Buildings Clear identified 
building approaches 
and thresholds of moss
and plant growth

B

8 Site wide All Buildings Monitor pipes, 
metalwork and 
brackets at high level 

STC 1

9 Site wide All Buildings Clear items stored 
within the buildings

B

10 Site wide All Buildings Risk assess the 
appropriate quantities 
of material to be 
stored within the 
buildings for habitat 
creation

Imp

Security	Report	
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